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Year Group(s) classes involved: Primary Five, Room 6 

Project:  Upstream Battle: How do we stop our litter from affecting marine life in the River Clyde and beyond? 

Litter in our playground is unsightly but are there more 
significant reasons  why we should take more 
responsibility with litter? Upstream Battle allowed us 
to investigate this topic further.  Our aim was to 
explore the link between litter on the land and litter in 
our rivers and seas raising our awareness of the 
impact of marine litter.  In order to achieve this, 
together we agreed that we should learn about our 
local environment; its marine life; and its connections 
to the River Clyde and beyond.  We would then use 
this knowledge to gather evidence, problem solve and 
take action against marine litter.  

Having went on an outdoor journey with local park 

rangers we found out that we, in Bellshill, are 

connected to the River Clyde by the South Calder 

Water.  Once back in class we undertook mapping 

activities allowing us to ‘see’ how a piece of litter 

dropped in our playground could end up in the 

River Clyde and could even travel to the other side 

of the world.  Next we researched what impact this 

litter could have.  We soon found out that litter 

takes anywhere from 2 weeks to millions of years 

to decompose depending on the type.   Then we 

researched marine life in these waters and the 

effects river and sea litter has on them—

suffocation, entanglement and drowning were 

some of the horrifying effects.  

“We chose this project because litter in the ocean can harm marine animals.” Ayesha. 

“I never knew seals visited the River Clyde… I never knew that there was that much plastic...when we watched all 

the videos there was thousands; I was shocked!” Harvie. 

“I have enjoyed seeing that we can help the environment...like things we can use over and over again instead of 

single-use plastic...because I have learned 80% of litter in the ocean comes from us.” Jessica. 

 Research 

 Aims and objectives 
 Outcomes 

Our understanding of our local environment and how it connects with the River 

Clyde and beyond is enhanced.   We now have a greater knowledge of the 

marine life who live and visit the River Clyde and its tributaries.  Moreover we 

have a deeper understanding of how litter from land affects  marine life.   Now 

we all take more care to take care of our environment disposing of our litter 

carefully; with lots of volunteers ,each playtime, litter picking.  
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 Sharing and next steps 

We have shared our work via school 

displays, assemblies and Twitter.  Our 

next steps are to continue to prevent 

littering in our school and to take part in 

litter picks near to the River Clyde.  In 

addition we would also like to research 

the negative impact of single-use plastics 

and to develop a whole school strategy 

to reduce the use of these plastics.  
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